Administration proposes fee increases

By JOHN BRYAN

A few weeks ago, students at Fresno State University were pleased to hear the news that the Board of Trustees had voted to increase student fees by only $3 per semester. This was a positive step towards alleviating the financial burden faced by many students. However, the news was followed by a proposal to increase student fees again, this time by a total of $15 per semester. The proposal includes an increase of $5 for health insurance and $10 for other unspecified services.

The increase is part of a broader plan to improve the quality of education and ensure that students have access to affordable services. The BSU administration argues that these fees are necessary to fund essential programs and services that benefit students.

The proposal has been met with mixed reactions from students, with some expressing concern about the burden on their wallets, while others support the idea of increased fees to support education.

One student said, "I understand the need for fees, but I think $15 per semester is too much. It's hard to justify, especially when we already struggle to make ends meet." Another student added, "I support the increase, but I hope it's used efficiently to improve our education experience."

The BSU administration has assured students that the funds will be used for essential programs and services. They have also emphasized the importance of education and the need to support it with proper funding.

The proposal will be discussed further at a meeting of the Academic Senate, where students and faculty will have the opportunity to voice their opinions and provide feedback.

In the meantime, students are encouraged to express their views and participate in the decision-making process. The BSU administration is committed to ensuring that the fee increase is used effectively to improve the quality of education for all students.
By JAN JAMES

The International Student Center is now open, and is an area of comfort for foreign students who may be in need of financial aid or academic advice. The Center is located on the third floor of the Old Main building, and is open Monday through Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Scholarships not just for "Brains"

"It's a common misconception that all scholarships are for students who are 'brainy'," said Dean of Students, Dr. Greg Martin. "This is not true. Many scholarships are awarded to students who are involved in extracurricular activities, or who are community leaders. These scholarships are not only for 'brains', but for all kinds of students.""}

Covey to coach men's team in Japan meet

By MIKE NICHOLAS

Covey is hired by Kenichi Nakamura, head coach of the Japanese national team, to coach the men's team of the University of Tokyo. Covey has been a successful coach at the collegiate level, having led the Michigan State University men's team to several national championships. He is known for his dedication to fitness and nutrition, and is expected to bring a new perspective to the Japanese national team.

College, university reps here this week

Representatives from the Association of Independent Colleges and Universities, the California State Colleges and Community Colleges, and the University of California will be here this week to speak about their schools. They will discuss with students and parents how to make the most of their college experience, and how to choose the right school for them.

Contemporary Women's class open

The Contemporary Women's class is open to all students, and will meet on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m. The class will be taught by Professor Jane Smith, and will cover a variety of topics related to contemporary women's issues. Students are encouraged to sign up as soon as possible.

Business ed classes launched

The Business School has launched a new series of classes designed to help students prepare for careers in business. The classes will cover a variety of topics, including financial management, marketing, and entrepreneurship. Students are encouraged to sign up early for these classes, as they are expected to fill quickly.
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By MIKE NICHOLAS

The RCC Renegades enter the 1982 tennis season in hopes of toppling the St. Mary's Gaels, who have dominated the CRC Charger's tennis in recent years.
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Campus activities: enthusiastic start

Photos: Scott Rice

Cheerleaders Jacque Long and Jerry Cerezo look and feel victorious after successfully completing a gymnastic move during practice. We wonder; did he drop her after this picture was taken??

In the Fireside Room, yet another line for students to wait in-the line for "adds" and "drops" before coming a part of BC alumni. Don't worry, after the first two weeks it gets better!

Freshman Dave Smith goes over a huge list of books to be purchased for fall semester.

ASB president Linda Everett discusses exciting new plans for this year. Hopefully these plans will still be done by the end of the year. The first event will be the Homecoming competition Oct. 20-23.

BC students shell out more cash for parking permits and ASB cards. Most wonder: What next??

Young rebel waits patiently while her mother pads out books in the BC bookstore. Students, in general, complain about the cost of books and supply and money exchange was made outside the bookstore as students bought second hand books.